Independent Auditor’s Report
To the readers of
Green Bay School’s
Financial statements
For the year ended 31 December 2021
The Auditor-General is the auditor of Green Bay School (the School). The Auditor-General has appointed me,
Wayne Tukiri, using the staff and resources of RSM Hayes Audit, to carry out the audit of the
financial statements of the School on his behalf.

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of the School on pages 2 to 18, that comprise the statement of
financial position as at 31 December 2021, the statement of comprehensive revenue and expense, statement of
changes in net assets/equity and statement of cash flows for the year ended on that date, and the notes to the
financial statements that include accounting policies and other explanatory information.
In our opinion the financial statements of the School:




present fairly, in all material respects:
-

its financial position as at 31 December 2021; and

-

its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended; and

comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance with Public
Sector Public Benefit Entity (PBE) Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime.

Our audit was completed on 31 May 2022. This is the date at which our opinion is expressed.
The basis for our opinion is explained below. In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the Board and our
responsibilities relating to the financial statements, we comment on other information, and we explain our
independence.

Basis of opinion
We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the
Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing (New Zealand) issued by the
New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. Our responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the Responsibilities of the auditor section of our report.
We have fulfilled our responsibilities in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion.

Responsibilities of the Board for the financial statements
The Board is responsible on behalf of the School for preparing financial statements that are fairly presented and
that comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. The Board of Trustees is responsible
for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable it to prepare financial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible on behalf of the School for assessing the
School’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Board is also responsible for disclosing, as applicable,
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting, unless there is an intention to
close or merge the School, or there is no realistic alternative but to do so.
The Board’s responsibilities, in terms of the requirements of the Education and Training Act 2020, arise from
section 87 of the Education Act 1989.

Responsibilities of the auditor for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, as a whole, are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit carried out in
accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it
exists. Misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts or disclosures and can arise from fraud or error.
Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to
influence the decisions of readers taken on the basis of these financial statements.
For the budget information reported in the financial statements, our procedures were limited to checking that the
information agreed to the School’s approved budget.
We did not evaluate the security and controls over the electronic publication of the financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, we exercise professional
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. Also:


We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.



We obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the School’s internal control.



We evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the Board.



We conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by the Board
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the School’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to
the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our
opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s
report. However, future events or conditions may cause the School to cease to continue as a going
concern.



We evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.



We assess the risk of material misstatement arising from the payroll system, which may still contain
errors. As a result, we carried out procedures to minimise the risk of material errors arising from the
system that, in our judgement, would likely influence readers’ overall understanding of the financial
statements.

We communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
Our responsibilities arise from the Public Audit Act 2001.

Other information
The Board of Trustees is responsible for the other information. The other information includes the statement of
responsibility, board member list, analysis of variance and kiwisport report, but does not include the financial
statements, and our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form of
audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information. In
doing so, we consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or
our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on our work, we
conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We
have nothing to report in this regard.

Independence
We are independent of the School in accordance with the independence requirements of the Auditor-General’s
Auditing Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of Professional and Ethical Standard 1:
International Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board.
Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in Green Bay School.

Wayne Tukiri
RSM Hayes Audit
On behalf of the Auditor-General
Auckland, New Zealand

Analysis of Variance Reporting - Mathematics
School Name:
Strategic Aim:

Analysis

Annual Aim:

Green Bay School

School Number: 1298

Goal 1: Raise student achievement across the school.
Goal 2: To have an established, fully inclusive school that values diversity and gives all staff and students equitable
reporting Access to the NZC and learning for life.
Goal 3: Positive partnerships with all stakeholders.
Goal 4: Develop a collaborative learning environment that makes GBS a school of choice and reflects the
community.
Goal 1 – Curriculum: Teaching, Learning and Achievement
Through targeted teaching, effective assessment and targeted feedback, and authentic use of e-learning pedagogies
we will promote high achievement and student engagement in all areas of the curriculum, while continuing to
improve students’ literacy and mathematical skills so they are achieving at or above the New Zealand Curriculum
level.
Goal 2 – Staff and Student Development
Through targeted, quality professional learning we will continue to strengthen and improve staff skill and
knowledge in order to improve student achievement outcomes.
Goal 3 – Partnerships
Through quality partnerships within and beyond the school we will ensure that we are meeting the expectations and
desires of our community in delivering a quality education for their children.
Goal 4 – Review
Through regular and systematic review, we will ensure that practices are effective and efficient, and allow for the
best practice to support quality student outcomes.
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Target:

That overall schoolwide total of 85% of students achieving “at” or “above” their Curriculum level in Maths will be
achieved.

That Maori and Pasifika achievement will match or better whole school achievement.
Tātaritanga raraunga
Baseline Data:

Ministry of Education | Tātaritanga raraunga
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Actions
What did we do?



We started to trial Symphony
Maths last year - 15 Students
who were selected through PAT
and e-asTTle tests



A school wide focus on Number
Knowledge. Focusing on basic
facts and timetables



The COSDMBRRICS maths
intervention programme has
been running this year by a
Teacher Aide, running these
intervention sessions for groups
of at-risk Year 3, 4 and 5
students over the course of the
year



Outcomes
What happened?

PAT and E-asTTle = Better use of
data from testing.
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These children met with Deputy
Principal once a week and were
expected to complete another
30-45 minutes in class



Through the school progressions
we placed an emphasis on basic
fact and timetable knowledge



6 to 8 students participated each
term. Working on improving
Place value and basic facts
speed.
10 students met standard by end
of year. 5 students made good
progress





This year there was a concerted
effort in analysing the data and
then feeding this on to teachers.
PATs and E-asTTles were
analysed and then findings were

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?



To improve understanding of
place value, basic facts,
algorithm, basic fraction
functions, etc



Very little movement for most
children due to lockdown and
not having someone who was
monitoring them - Those who
did complete the work made
good progress



To improve number knowledge.
To ensure that by the time
students reached intermediate
they knew their times tables

●

To continue strengthening the
use of basic facts and number
knowledge teaching and learning
across the school



To improve number knowledge.
To ensure that by the time
students reached intermediate
they knew their times tables



COVID meant this didn’t happen
in some terms



Specialised teaching of students.



We found that there was a
significant improvement in the
areas that were discussed.

taken to whanau meetings and
discussed and planned for

This was then fed back to the
teachers again. Areas of need for
2022 have also been discussed

Tātaritanga raraunga


Maths Progressions – ICOL lead
teacher



Having worked on creating a set
of progressions for each year
level over the last 2 years, we
are now working on
consolidating them and creating
a visual to go with each
progression to support teachers,
parents and students
understanding of what is
expected



To visually support next learning
and teaching steps



ongoing



Ongoing



More Yr. 5/6 classes to use the
programme in 2022



Continue with Maths Mate. Year
5 and 6 to start this programme
in 2022

Teacher Resources:






AWS Maths

Banqer: one-year 5/6 class
trialled the programme.
Students participated in ASB
financial literacy programme








Maths Mate Maintenance
Program in the Year 7/8 classes
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Identify needs and gaps.
Supports planning
Financial Literacy. Students
working with percentages,
fractions, budgeting, money
handling skills

Link home learning with
classroom programme



To improve financial literacy in
students



Focus on the needs of the
student
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Mangahigh time tables challenge
Year 3 – 8



An engaging way of supporting
students learning of timetables



Supporting students and parents
learning while in lockdown.
Basic facts and number
knowledge glued into homework
books for parents to help with
learning at home. Teachers put
up daily post to encourage
student participation and
learning. Parents could pick up
hard packs and learning activities
from school each week



High level of student
engagement in learning times
tables



Teachers used zoom to contact
students and to support
engagement. Engagement was
high at beginning but dropped
off towards the end



These programmes are designed
to support students learning
online and help with
engagement

Tātaritanga raraunga

COVID – Junior School









Basic fact
Number knowledge sheets
Learning Progressions online
Weekly maths challenges
Calendar maths on YouTube
Hard copy learning packs during
lockdown
Online programmes
Zoom meeting to teach small
group maths

COVID – Senior School








Times tales – Learning tables
through story
Sum dog – competition during
lockdown
Khan academy
Snapshot videos
Zoom meeting/google
classrooms
Hard packs
Yr 7/8 carried on with their
digital programme eg. AWS
maths
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Each programme has been
designed to engage students to
learn. Khan academy follows a
pathway once you have
mastered something to move on
to the next learning. Snapshot
videos show a student how to
work out a problem
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All agreed that students back in
the classroom is the best for
learning.

for next year:

Tātaritanga raraunga

In 2022, the school focus will be raising achievement in Mathematics for Māori students. Approaches to be used will include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

COSDMBRRICS will be continued for at risk students in Maths. At present transition back to school has been a priority
Develop Home school partnerships – Māori parents’ consultation, Community engagement
Māori students are identified and prioritised and have equitable access to support programmes
Continue strengthening basic facts and number knowledge teaching and learning across the school
Develop alignment of school wide practice with maths overviews in junior and senior school
Continue targeted Professional Development to ensure a high standard pedological practice
Work on creating Maths progressions that inform through visual descriptions and links to support new learning
Lead teacher in Maths meeting with teams year 4-8 to talk about connecting ARBs to PAT results
Teachers Year 4-8 doing Banqer with their class to improve financial literacy
Symphony Maths: 30 students from year 4-8. Parents contacted to provide assistance at home. Basic facts test administered at the start of the term and the send to
monitor progress
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Analysis of Variance Reporting- Literacy
School Name:

Green Bay School

School Number:

1298

Goal 1: Raise student achievement across the school.
Goal 2: To have an established, fully inclusive school that values diversity and gives all staff and students equitable
access to the NZC and learning for life.
Goal 3: Partnerships - Positive partnerships with all stakeholders.
Goal 4: Develop a collaborative learning environment that makes GBS a school of choice and reflects the community.

Analysis reporting
Annual Aim:

Goal 1 – Curriculum; Teaching, Learning and Achievement
Through targeted teaching, effective assessment and targeted feedback, and authentic use of e-learning pedagogies
we will promote high achievement and student engagement in all areas of the curriculum, while continuing to improve
students’ literacy and mathematical skills so they are achieving at or above Curriculum Levels.
Goal 2 - Staff and Student Development
Through targeted, quality professional learning we will continue to strengthen and improve staff skills and knowledge in
order to improve student achievement outcomes.
Goal 3 - Partnerships
Through quality partnerships within and beyond the school we will ensure that we are meeting the expectations and
desires of our community in delivering a quality education for their children.
Goal 4 – Review
Through regular and systematic review, we will ensure that practices are effective and efficient, and allow for best
practice to support quality student outcomes.

Target:

Reading
That whole school results in Reading show 85% achievement at or above the Curriculum Level.
That Maori and Pasifika results match or better whole school results.
Writing
That whole school results in Writing show 85% achievement at or above the Curriculum Level.
That Maori and Pasifika results match or better whole school results.
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Tātaritanga raraunga
Baseline Data:
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Actions
What did we do?

Outcomes
What happened?

Reasons for the variance
Why did it happen?

Evaluation
Where to next?



Improve student vocabulary and
general knowledge



Continue with program in the Yr
4-5 this year



Help with comprehension, skills,
strategies and predicting



Developing independence in
reading



Case studies and student data
suggests improvements in
vocabulary and comprehension.
High level of student engagement



Continue with program. Year 4 to
join this programme this year

Developing the strategy of
chunking text into small sections
with lots of discussion around the
text.



Continue program.



If possible continue with learning
the first 5 sentences or all 12,
link/match and extend with
Sheena Cameron’s varied
sentences. Look at the Writers

Reading


40/100 Book challenge (3 to 4
classes engaged in this)



Reading Mileage



Reciprocal Reading (Fab four)



Collaboration, leadership



AVAILLL Reading Program Y5-8
(only when students were in
school)



Guided silent reading



This involves students watching
movies while reading sub-titles.



Focus on comprehension



One teacher attended PD –
Learning the 12 sentences of
Write that Essay. Learning how to
use the sentence train of Write
that Essay



Writing



Write that Essay PD
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Improve teacher knowledge of
how sentences are/can be
structured – a variety of
sentences. Help students to use a
variety of sentences and to use

different sentences for different
reasons

Toolbox (online writing too) for
2022

Tātaritanga raraunga



CSI (More Visual)

Supported their learning.
Enabled independence,
stimulation for other activities



Using and learning strategies to
help Comprehend difficult texts



More students displaying dyslexic
characteristics



Due to COVID we were unable
to carry on with this
programme throughout the
year



Continue with program. Most
students making good progress.



ongoing

Junior School





Reading Recovery Teacher
completed the SPELD course.
Learning strategies and best
practice when working with
students with dyslexic
characteristics

Year 1 and 2 teachers began
investigating Structured Literacy
through online tutorials.
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Through the SPELD course STEPS2
was recommended.
STEPS2 programme was
introduced to support target
students in literacy

Have read many articles on how
well structured Literacy is working 
in some school teachers have
decided to trial aspects of the
programme with some students

New research in the science of
Reading
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Reading Recovery

Tātaritanga raraunga



This programme is to help
support our struggling readers.
We have 3 Reading Recovery
teachers who have 4 students
each. They work with individual
student for 30 minutes 5 days a
week.



We looked at many programmes
that would support reading and
writing online, while also
supporting parents and
caregivers. Teachers used many
literacy links and activites to
engage learners. Reading lessons
were done through zoom
meetings. Packs were put
together by classroom teachers
with reading books the work
sheets to be picked up once a
week, to support online
learning/zoom meetings.



Using 6-year nets and reading



This was very disrupted due to
COVID. Teachers would drop off
reading books to students, some
would zoom students or ring
home to offer support.

Teachers looked at ways to
engage and support students and
families while learning from
home. Engagement started off
well but as weeks went along
there was considerable drop off.



Having students back at school
with face to face learning.

wedges to help determine the
placement of students in the
Reading Recovery Programme.
The programme goes over a 14
week period

COVID
Junior School



Epic books, Sunshine,
Schololastic online,Vooks,
Sharon’s online library
resources, Using current
events and festivals to inspire
writing online, zoom reading
groups, steps programme,
online weekly planning,
Hardpacks/learning packs
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Poster and cards for
resthomes



Tātaritanga raraunga

Children wrote encouraging
messages to the elderly and
decorated them beautifully

Senior School


Online Epic, PM reading,
shared reading (teachers
reading to students through
zoom) SeeSaw reading
activities, STEPs, lexia and



Programmes designed to support
learning through online lesson
and activities



Due to lockdown, this was given
to our Senior school (Year 4-8) to
use free of charge for the
remainder of 2022. Staff were
given PD via Zoom on how to set
up and use with students.
Students are given daily quick
writes. Students have access to
the 12 sentences, paragraphs,
parts of sentences, video
help/support, instant feedback,
ability to edit and improve their
writing based on feedback – AI
)artificial intelligence. Teachers



A way to engage students and
make learning interesting



Most programmes are designed
to help students learn new
strategies to support reading and
once they have mastered a skill
move them onto the next



Community engagement



Support learning while at home,
but nothing is better than having
students back in the classroom



Look to continue subscription

read theory



Writers ToolBox – Digital

Writers tool
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Student engaged in their writing.
Instant feedback/feedforward.
Video/Example support.
Feedback of student usage for
teacher and student.
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are able to monitor, check:
work/progress/needs, set work,
use examples to focus on and
teach lesson.

Tātaritanga raraunga




ESOL

Specialist ESOL Teacher.
Withdrawal classes from Yr 2-8
and in-class support for year 1.
Most groups are seen twice a
week and progress is monitored
and tracked. Teacher often meets
with families to discuss progress,
next steps and concerns



ESOL Teacher meets with
teachers to discuss best practice
and support teacher and students
in the classroom



ongoing



Developing teacher and student’s
use of the Learning Progressions
in the classroom to inform
learning and next steps. This will
develop a shared language and
strengthen curriculum knowledge

General



ICOL Leader (In school
community of Learning
Leader)
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Our ICOL teacher looked at the
curriculum expectations that
were already in place and aligned
them to the literacy progressions.
Then collaborated with senior
leadership and staff to develop
learning progressions and a
shared understanding




Teachers had shared
understanding of the literacy
Learning Progressions
The Learning Progressions are
now in every classroom. They are
used to support next steps in
planning and learning
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Using the Learning
Progressions to inform
planning, teaching and
reporting



Special Needs policies
reviewed: new aim –
acceleration.

Tātaritanga raraunga



Consistency across year groups
enabling flow on. Easy to read




Support programmes
VAMP (Visual Auditory Memory
Programme), Rainbow Reading,
Lexia, STEPS2 and Reading
Recovery
SENCO working with teachers,
students and support staff





Build on the Learning
Progressions being incorporated
and linked to long term and
weekly planning

Lifting achievement through
support programmes
To help support student
learning



Refine and use regularly

Improvement in learning
environment



SLT to monitor systematic review
of students of concern during
syndicate meetings



Ensure school curriculum
document includes shared
understandings about effective
pedagogy



Develop schoolwide system to
manage behaviour in class



Due to COVID and lockdown,
missing school assemblies
impacted in reinforcing our
school values. We are looking



Easier to report to parents




PB4L:




Positive reward system
established to reinforce vision
Collaborative development of
school rules to achieve vision
Behaviour data analysed
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Creates an effective learning
environment
A shared understanding across
the whole school
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forward to getting back to
normality.

Tātaritanga raraunga

Planning for next year:
In 2022 the school focus will be raising achievement in Literacy for Māori students. Approaches to be used will include:
● Literacy lead teachers in junior and senior school supporting planning and good practice
● Continue with developing teacher knowledge in Structured Literacy
● Continuing with STEPS2 and monitor progress
● Continue to use assessment, 6-year nets reading wedges to analyse data to inform planning within the class and Tier 2 support
● Develop Home school partnerships – Māori parents’ consultation, Community engagement
● Māori students are identified and prioritised and have equitable access to support programmes
● Continue to develop transitions from ECC to school with class visit and liaison with early childhood intervention to support new students into school
● Continue transitions from within school, transitions back to school after COVID and lockdowns and transitions out of Year 8 and into High School
● Maintain newly strengthened collaborative practice between withdrawal support programmes and classroom teachers
● Learning Progressions are consolidated, and a shared language is used across classrooms, teachers, students, and whanau which are linked to New Zealand
Curriculum
● Track and respond to student behaviour (PB4L) and provide appropriate support
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School

Green Bay Primary

KIWISPORT NOTE

Kiwisport is a Government funding initiative to support students’ participation in organised sport. In
2021, the school received total Kiwisport funding of $10,077 (excluding GST). The funding was spent
on Sports activater and for students to compete in the Waitakere Zone competitions. The number of
students participating in organised sport increased from 98.1 to 98.5% of the school roll.
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